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Abstract: 

 The change is a continuous process and Educational Institutions are responsible for converting the 

different form of man power into human capital. The reflection of change in Education System of Nepal can be 

traced easily from Industrial change and skill change pattern. The changes can be understood with the help of 

Paradigm Shift. The existing education system needs serious attention for sustainability. It is time to create own 

digital universe to be digital leader and develop social learning management system of individual in a unique 

mandala concept for sustainable future education system by overcoming the short comes of existing systems.  
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Academic Paradigm Shift: 

After educational institutes were developed as a storehouse of knowledge, the process of making 

knowledge communicative was the first condition, then education was changed after the Second World War by 

placing academicians or teachers in the main role, which was called the teacher oriented age, and in the year 

2000 it was explained as the Age of Academic Network. Changes are basically things that change educational 

activities or concepts, so they are called Paradigm Shift; this concept was put forward by Thomas Kuhn. 

There is curiosity about what kind of change will happen in education before and after the corona 

period, to understand this, a change with another educational concept is necessary, in other words it should be 

called Paradigm Shift. The form of change in education after the corona period can be called the golden age 

only if the pre-conditions are fulfilled. In this period, the fundamental change of education will be done by 

making the student the main character, so this is a good opportunity. After the corona period, the main part of 

education is students. 

 
Figure 1:  Current Educational System and the Sources of Education 

When the source of knowledge with the educational institutions of the Network Age and the source that 

the students get in the name of Information Technology are the same, this era has now ended as why students 

should listen to you if so many easy means of learning are easily available as education card since knowledge 

are stored in computer away from human mind where students and teachers are having equal access [1]. A new 
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era has emerged, which is called the student special era, in which the same resource is available with the teacher 

and the school, while the role of the teacher is to assure financial future of the student by selecting the correct 

applied knowledge from the noise of information. You have to sit in the role of a mentor to seek financial 

security after learning through their effective earning. Or the role of the teacher is seen as a consultant for 

building the future of the student. The Figure 1 below shows the current educational system and the sources of 

education available to students. 

It is time seeking assistant to improvise the existing conditions as shown in figure 1 by improvising the 

above conditions as described in figure 2 that explains the path that educational institutions should take in the 

future. 

 
Figure 2: Possible Path of Educational Institutions for Future 

There is same resource though mechanism of application is different as students and faculty are doing 

joint work to select the best knowledge from the noise and applying it together then collecting results from the 

experience of the world and developing new applied knowledge to get benefit from the power of potential 

knowledge.  

Action for Sustainability of Academic Institution:  

There are basically 2 things that guide Paradigm Shift in Knowledge that is Digital Transformation and 

Time demand (need of society). With a view to maintain equilibrium with changing knowledge change in 

education is most which can be maintained through change in teaching learning aptitude. It is felt in that Nepali 

originality was destroyed and foreign educational institutions became recruitment centers to fulfill their 

objectives recently due to lack of balance between teaching learning methodology and changing knowledge and 

culture. Foreign employment is growing as industry and our industries are destroying day by day. This needs to 

draw our attention for really improving our quality as of time demand [2].  

The current situation in education and the development of technology is the next change, therefore: in 

higher education, we are now in the Network Age, after covid-19, technology needs to fundamentally change 

education. Digital transformation and industry 4.0 have also sought the need for rapid change in education, 

looking at this, after creating the foundation few educational qualities We need to evaluate educational 

qualification by connecting the activities of the class and the activities of the students in relation to changing 

social needs to assure employability and social transformation by optimization of ICT& AI as interdisciplinary 

research to cope with digital transformation. Now, every institution should have a data store to make these 

things professional through Class Learning Management System (CLMS)[3], the college should have an LMS. 

in the basic structure for coping with the change by passing through the stage of Digital Transformation. The 

Syllabus should anticipate the needs of the society in relation to specific subject for academic discussion. There 

should be a class activity with the experience obtained from professional practice of the institute established in 

the society. The results obtained through things learned in the class should be tested through workshop and 

implemented in the society as educational activities and cooperate with the local bodies and concerned to make 

a plan for the expansion of small businesses by creating industry culture to get rid of poverty. Educational 

institutions are Digital Leaders in creating an educational environment or human capital in accordance with the 

needs of society, so every student should be a leader of the Digital Age or Student Central Age. 
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In the Student Center Age, the leadership of others is not imagined; everyone should be understood as a 

Digital Leader. This is what we are attempting a paradigm shift and it will be centered on the student by creating 

a Social Learning Management System (SLMS) to achieve this goal. If the educational institution fails to 

produce a leader in this change, there is a danger of becoming a tool to stop the change, so how to bring the 

post-Corona educational environment with the concept of sustainable development should start working from 

today. The education of the future seeks the potential knowledge with the power of economy assuring guarantee 

of return to their investment of youth age in education. This is the way only the education with the economic 

guarantee will reduce the foreign educational dependence and stop the middle-class educational parasite youth 

and educational migration. For all this, we need trained human resources for which capacity building training is 

most.   

Objectives of the Training: 

Due to diverse ethnic groups and socio-economic perspective, they demand flexible methods in 

teaching and learning which is easy for them to understand. Digital transformation plays vital role in phase out 

of passive learning which mostly teacher centric were. To cope the needs of students and digital transformation 

in education faculty members at this institution require updated methodologies for teaching and learning. The 

main aim of this training is to make faculty members being able to understand digital transformation in 

education and update their teaching methodologies to be more active in learning. Identically, the Training will 

provide a set of empowerments to meet the country’s key challenges towards sustainable human capital 

production through upgraded teaching learning exercise at the Academic Institution.  

Technology:  

Status of teaching management practices and their current performance in digital economy should be 

backed by robust technology. The adoption of active learning in the college using thematic research lab should 

be facilitated by technology. Addition in the role of teacher from knowledge transformation to knowledge test 

and creation would be possible if they get technological and policy support to function as university company. 

The ways and means to link society, students / teacher to apply class room learning as problem solving. Creation 

of continuous learning platform through relevant stakeholder’s focus group discussion and communications 

must be assured. The LMS will create a platform for educationalists, learners and business society to come 

together to create a continuous learning center. This makes the edge for society to enhance the learning in a 

much better facility.  

This is going to be a new start from where we can educate society and provide all facilities of 

knowledge in a better way along with deep learning of our students based on social phenomena. This will create 

equilibrium between the social needs and students skill required to supply the same. This learning center will be 

a continuous process for maintaining the learning even for pass out students who will be members of the center 

along with other society members resulting into academia and industrial platform under the social 

circumstances. This will function as an academic skill center to learn the voice of society which will be 

addressed by management experts in the design of new business and implemented by business organizations by 

developing a complete business development plan comparison with competitors in line with External 

Environment.       

Institutional Setup:   

The following expected institutional department will be added.  

 Establishment of a social learning management system  

 Academic Skill Center  

 Creating a continuous learning center 

Regular Action and Practice:  

The following practice with continuous update should be enhanced regularly.  

 Methods of teaching adapted in digital transformation [4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9] 

 Methods used in Active Learning [5, 7, 8,9,10 &11] 

 Smart Teaching [4, 5, &12] 

 Digital resources [12] and Lab Data Management [11, 12, 13, 14 &15] 

 Application of Literature survey for learning [16 &17] 

 Developing Class notes as Review Paper [7, 9, 11, 13, 18, 19, & 20] 

Based on the adopted exercise, every individual should have their own universe as digital leader. This 

will be a new leadership where everyone is going to be leader. In this regard further research is needed and the 

Mandala could be developed as new eastern block chain. 

Real time research is not coming out as it is a time consuming process to get published. For example; 

Occupational Hazards Identification and Their Risk Assessment during the Construction of Head Race Tunnel 

in Middle Bhotekoshi Hydroelectric Project [21] and Effectiveness of Safety Measures Implementation [22] 

along with Assessment of cement handling behaviour for selected construction sites of bhatbhateni supermarket 

[23] and Cost effectiveness assessment of different nepalese cement brands for selected sites of supermarket 

[24] also  Foreign Aid Movements in Nepal [25] and Foreign Aid Contribution for the Development of Nepal 
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[26] are study of same project and same time but both are blocked under two different web application. These 

limitations should be broken through the application of Mandala Concept. IMPLICATION OF THEORY OF 

CONSTRAINTS IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT [27], Labor productivity assessment of armed police force 

Nepal building construction projects [28], Effects of Price Fluctuation on the Financial Capacity of “Class A” 

Contractors [29], Implementability Of Municipal Transport Master Plan of Bandipur Inner Ring Road, Tanahun, 

Nepal [30], Review on global practice of housing demand fulfilment for low income group people[31], 

Comparative performance assessment of eco-friendly buildings and conventional buildings of Kathmandu valley 

[32], Assessment of time–cost model of public health buildings in Nepal [33], Quality Assessment of Sarbottam 

Cement of Nepal [34] are studies appearing in different web which is not giving integrated picture. So, we need 

to get all in one basket for which we must develop our own universe.  
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